Instructions for Seat Slider
Photo 1. Secure the sliders onto the seat bracket using the existing studs and secure with the nylock nuts and washers furnished
in the hardware package. The handle goes on the right hand side.
Photo 2. Start the carriage bolts into the square holes and then center the sliders on their brackets; they should be even across
from each other. These are universal sliders so it will be necessary to straighten one side of the pull spring and reset the length.
Photo 3. Place the spacers furnished in your kit over the carriage bolts. You can now bolt on the seat plates.
Photo 4. Start the carriage bolts into the square holes and set the seat plate over the bolts – make sure the angle is facing downSecure with the nylock nuts and washers.
You are now ready to bolt the seat onto the assembly.
NOTE: This slider / seat bracket is designed for a standard width and length seat; 14” width, by 18” length tab spacing. If you
have purchased an optional wider seat you will need to make new top holes in the seat plate.
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Supplemental instructions for passenger side tilt seat (62-2645)
Note: Cannot be used on wide seats.
Mount Seat Plate 62-2644-3 on the left side of the seat bracket. Choose one of the 2 holes on the front side of the seat plates to
mount to the pivot bolts on the front of the bracket the other hole will be used to mount the seat to the seat plate (Figure 1). Now
move lock assembly to the correct welded bolt on the seat bracket, secure the return spring to the stamped loop in the seat plate
(Figure 2). You are now ready to mount the right side seat plate to the bracket (Figure 3). Mount seat to both seat plates, you are
now ready to mount seat and the bracket to the floor.
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